Prenatal DNA
Paternity Test
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Non-Invasive Prenatal DNA
Paternity Testing
Non-Invasive Prenatal DNA Paternity Testing
✓ Are you unsure if you are the father of an unborn baby?
✓ Are you pregnant and a complicated situation lead to 2 men that are possibly the father
of your unborn child?
✓ Have you recently been informed that a woman is carrying your child and you want a
test that is 99.9% accurate?
Consolidated Lab Testing offers one of the most accurate and reliable non-invasive
prenatal paternity tests available.
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Key Facts
✓ 100% risk free – There is NO chance in harming the unborn child as the mother simply provides

a small blood sample from her arm by trained medical personnel and the alleged father(s) DNA
sample is collected by a mouth swab.
✓ The Non-invasive Prenatal Paternity Test is 99.9% accurate, the same as the paternity test once
the baby is born. To re-assure our customers, we provide at no cost, an optional paternity test

with a sample collected from the baby after he/she is born for additional peace of mind.
✓ 9 Weeks into the pregnancy is the earliest a mother to have this test done successfully. At 9
weeks, there is a high enough level of the baby’s cell free DNA in the mother’s blood stream to
be able to separate it from the Mother’s DNA to conduct the paternity test.
✓ The lab offers a standard 2 weeks to return the results, but if time is an critical factor, a 1 week
turnaround if offered for an additional fee
✓ If you choose, you can learn the sex of the unborn child along with paternity
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Company Comparison
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Is a Non-Invasive Prenatal Paternity Test Right for You?
There are so many things going through your mind right now. Whether you're a soon-to-be mom or dad, the
questions are mounting. How are you going to care for your child? What kind of support are you going to
receive? In cases with paternity issues or questions, these issues are even more prominent than when
couples are together.
A prenatal paternity test provides an answer to the questions you have when you're unsure who the father
of your unborn child is. You can learn the answers to many questions utilizing a non-invasive prenatal
paternity test. If you're debating between two potential partners being the father, this test can answer the

question with a DNA sample from the mother and alleged father(s). Additionally, if you want to learn the
child's gender identity before giving birth, this test will let you know if you are going to have a boy or a girl.
For the potential father, you can learn whether you are the biological father to an unborn child. When
selecting a paternity test, accuracy is the most important factor when deciding which test to go with. That’s
why we utilize the lab that has been doing the non-invasive prenatal testing for more than 20 years, and

backup the results with a free paternity test after the baby is born, if there are any doubts.
We also understand time it important, not in just getting the results back but in your time to get the DNA
samples collected, this is why we have a network of over 2500 locations available to ensure there is a facility
to safely and professionally collect the samples to be sent to the lab for testing.
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Some Of The Benefits Of Our Test Include:
✓ Confirm if the alleged father is the biological father or not.
✓ The ability to determine the father in cases where there are two or more potential fathers
involved
✓ Men can learn whether they're the biological father if a former partner is carrying an
unborn child
✓ The test is 100 percent risk-free and there's no chance of harming the unborn child
✓ Testing is simple, requiring only a small sample of blood from the arm of the mom, and
mouth swab testing from the father.
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The Test Is Non-invasive.
There are no difficult tests to complete or tough answers that you'll need to provide to questions

you don't want to answer. The process is straightforward and requires only a small DNA sample to
find out who the father is when questions arise. Another great feature we provide to our customers

is a free paternity test after the child is born.
In addition to proving that our prenatal test is 100 percent accurate, this is another way to prove
who the biological father of the child is. This will quash any questions outside parties might have if
there is more than one potential father claiming parental rights. Our test is accurate enough to
allow mothers to test paternity as early as nine weeks into their pregnancy. This provides both
parents with peace of mind early on in the pregnancy.
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How the Test Works:
There is sufficient free floating DNA from the unborn child available in the mother's bloodstream, at 9 weeks into the
pregnancy, to provide accurate test results. With enough DNA available from mothers and the unborn child at this
point, the testing process is error free with our simple process for collecting DNA samples. Our lab will return the
results to you as quickly as possible. We process the DNA results within a two-week period and will send the results
back to you within this time frame. If time is of the essence, we do offer a one-week turnaround processing time for
this test. This, however, is going to result in an extra processing fee. See our blog for more in depth information.
Another great feature of the non-invasive prenatal paternity test is the option to learn whether they're going to have a
boy or a girl. For parties who choose to learn the sex of the unborn child, we can furnish these results to you with the
paternity. This leaves little doubt as to the type of clothing and supplies you need to buy for setting up the nursery
and planning for the baby shower.
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Reasons Why This Test Maybe Right for You
There are many instances when you might need the answer to questions surrounding paternity before a child is born.
In some cases, it is to learn who the child's father is if you want your child to know the answer to this question when
they're older. This is important in cases where more than one individual can be the father of the child. Then, there are
legal battles which need paternity results to determine parental rights and responsibilities. Whether it's a child support
battle, custody issues, or a mother who wants the child's father to have custodial rights in the child's life, a paternity
test is often necessary for a judge to levy these orders. Having the results beforehand can help settle disputes out of
court. No one wants to bring the government into family issues.
No matter what the reason is for doing a prenatal paternity test, you want to ensure the results are 100 percent
accurate. Our test is going to produce the accuracy you seek, and we stand behind our results with a free
confirmation paternity test after the baby is born.
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Ready To Learn The Answer
To All The Questions You Have?

Do You Want To Make Sure
The Results Are Accurate?
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To Learn More
Call us at 1-800-257-0853 for a no obligation and no pressure consultation
or
Visit our website: https://consolidatedlabtesting.com

* * * RESIDENTS OF NY ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE THIS TEST * * *
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